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Overview!
What activities should WMF prioritize?

•  We qualitatively categorized 1730 write-in responses 
across (6) emergent high-level themes

•  Responses are written typically as:
–  General statements of what WMF is responsible for/should be 

doing
–  Constructive feedback on what WMF should be working on to 

make the Projects better

•  Many respondents used this write-in opportunity as a way 
to give constructive feedback to WMF about what it 
should be prioritizing/doing different.



ANALYSIS



Survey Question for Analysis
Is there anything you think the Foundation should work on 

that you didn’t see [on the list of priorities]?
- - - - - - - -

Below is a list of priorities.  Please consider how important each should be for the Foundation:


§  Broadening Wikimedia’s editing base by increasing the number of new editors that join
§  Keeping our existing editors
§  Making editing easier
§  Recruiting and supporting female editors
§  Supporting the expansion of Wikipedias in languages other than English
§  Supporting the expansion of other Wikimedia projects, like Wiktionary, Wikiquote, etc.
§  Increasing the number of people around the world who regularly use the Wikimedia sites 
§  Improving Wikimedia access and editing capabilities for mobile phones and tablets
§  Defending content on the Wikimedia sites against legal threats
§  Expanding Education Programs to encourage students to write articles for Wikipedia
§  Supporting the growth of local, independent Wikimedia organizations worldwide
§  Creating and managing a “legal defense fund” to assist with paying legal bills if administrators 

are sued



Cf. results for pre-defined response options



Cf. results for pre-defined response options



Excluded from Analysis
•  We excluded 216 individual open-ended responses 

from analysis
–  53 responses were categorized as “Foundation Sentiment” and/or 

Survey Feedback and not included in categorization into Priority 
Themes.

–  163 responses were excluded from the analysis due to their vague, 
unclear (translation), and irrelevant content (these responses are 
listed in the accompanying spreadsheet of data points).



Methodology
•  We translated non-English responses into English using online 

translation tools.
•  We then read each response and qualitatively categorized into Topic 

Groups (lowest level of categorization).
•  From Topic Groups, we code the responses into emergent Sub-

Categories for analysis (mid-level categorization).
•  We then arranged the Sub-Categories into the High-Level Categories 

(high level categorization).
•  See Appendix/attachment for accompanying spreadsheet including 

details of all data points and their categorization.
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SUMMARY RESULTS
Emergent Categories



Sentiment Regarding the Foundation
•  Although not directly solicited, 37 of the total responses expressed sentiment 

regarding the performance of WMF (See Data Spreadsheet)
–  14 Positive Responses
–  8   Negative Responses
–  15 “Unknown”

•  The “Unknown” category is particularly important 
as it reflects lack of knowledge/understanding of 
WMF and its mission.  For example:
–  (en) “Since this is the first I've heard of the Foundation, 

I'd need a chance to research before formulating an 
opinion.”

–  (en) “I didn't know you existed, therefore I haven't 
formed an opinion.”

•  An additional 16 responses conveyed direct 
feedback regarding the Survey itself.



Emergent Categories
Analysis of 1730 responses revealed the following High-Level Categories:

1.  Content
–  All responses related to quality, accuracy, breadth, completeness, potential partners, and sources 

to access free content. 

2.  Volunteer Community
–  All responses related to the interpersonal environment of the Community – friendliness among 

editors, governance, payment and rewards, and editor recruitment.

3.  Foundation Activities
–  All responses related to external awareness, internal communication, lobbying, legal and financial 

management, and WMF staff and organizational structure. 

4.  Technology
–  All responses related to interface usability, design, and site functionality.

5.  Global Expansion
–  All responses related to issues of global expansion of the projects, translation capabilities, and 

languages.

6.  Programs & Initiatives
–  All responses related to current and potential WMF programs and initiatives such as Chapters, 

Mobile, Off-line access, as well as innovative suggestions for improvement.



Profile:  High-Level Categories
Issues related to Content and 
Community represent over 50% of 
total responses regarding WMF’s 
priorities.
•  Concern over the quality, completeness, 

accuracy and neutrality of content is 
reflected within the Content category.

•  The need to assess and improve the 
performance of Admins and the 
“friendliness” of the Community highlight the 
Community category.     



Sub-Categories
For greater specificity in categorizing, we identified 26 sub-
categories across the high-level categories.  
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Sub-categories

The top five sub-categories based on total responses:
1.  Interface design & simplification [Technology: 145 responses]
2.  Governance/Admins:[Community: 128 responses]
3.  Quality of content [Content: 127 responses]
4.  Language considerations [Global Expansion: 117 responses]
5.  Editor Community/Wikietiquette (i.e., Friendliness of the Community) [Community: 107 

responses]

Strategic Implication:  These are the topical areas within which there is the greatest 
energy among respondents.

1.  35% of all responses fall into these top five sub-categories
2.  These represent “hot topics” among the respondents
3.  WMF can leverage this insight into prioritization decisions and communications messaging



CATEGORY SUMMARIES



Category Summary:  Content
•  A total of 499 comments relate to Content—improvement, accumulation, and 

access of free content for the Projects.
•  The largest subcategory within Content focuses on the Quality of the Content—

ensuring Accuracy, Completeness, Quality, Reliability and Relevance (26%)
•  Within the Content Category, these are the top five Topic Groups: 

–  Ensuring Neutrality (52 responses, 11%)
–  Improving Quality of Content (46 responses, 10%)
–  Use of Experts to create content (41 responses, 9%)
–  WMF’s role in providing Training (30 responses, 6%)
–  Incorporation of Images into Content (28 responses, 6%)

•  “Experts” emerged as a key topic—recruiting experts, partnering with experts, and 
seeking experts for content review (9%). 

•  The role of Images/Media (in Commons, supplementing articles) and the legal and 
technical issues related to incorporating images is a primary theme within the 
Content category (71 total responses, 15%). 

•  17 comments focused directly on the role of partnering with Universities and 
engaging faculty and students; in which many of the responses related to targeting 
faculty as Experts.



•  A total of 424 Comments related to the Editor Community

•  The top five Topic Groups within this category are:
–  [Lack of] Friendliness within the Editor Environment (69 responses, 16%)
–  Unhappiness with Admins (68 responses, 16%)
–  A call for less “Deletionism” (30 responses, 7%)
–  Improved Arbitration/conflict management (29 responses, 7%)
–  A request to Simplify the rules (29 responses, 7%)

•  17 responses centered around a request for Editor compensation and/or direct 
payment for editing.

•  17 responses called for the creation of a mechanism for rating editors and qualifying 
them based on experience, seniority, and contribution quality.

•  14 responses focused on gender-centric recruitment.  The dominant sentiment being 
that targeting women (at the exclusion of men) is in conflict with the premise of 
Neutrality and should instead be a more general focus on recruiting high-quality 
editors regardless of gender.

•  A small number of responses (5) encouraged WMF to incorporate social media into 
the strategy and activities of the Projects.

Category Summary:  Community



•  A total of 333 Comments related to Foundation Activities

•  The top five responses within this category are:
–  [Lack of] Friendliness within the Editor Environment (69 responses, 16%)
–  Unhappiness with Admins (68 responses, 16%)
–  A call for less “Deletionism” (30 responses, 7%)
–  Improved Arbitration/conflict management (29 responses, 7%)
–  A request to Simplify the rules (29 responses, 7%)

•  17 responses centered around a request for Editor compensation and/or direct 
payment for editing.

•  17 responses called for the creation of a mechanism for rating editors as more senior 
and experienced.

•  14 responses focused on gender-centric recruitment.  The dominant sentiment being 
that targeting women (at the exclusion of men) is in conflict with the premise of 
Neutrality and should instead be s more general focus on recruiting high-quality 
editors regardless of gender.

•  A small number of responses (5) encouraged WMF to incorporate social media into 
the strategy and activities of the Projects.

Category Summary:   !
Foundation Activities



Category Summary:  Technology
•  A total of 245 comments relate to Technology – the design and usability of the 

interface, as well as engineering, development, and operations.
•  59% of Technology responses are in the Interface Sub-Category and revolve 

around simplifying editing, upgrading and updating the design of the site, and 
improving overall functionality.

•  Two Topic Groups alone account for 45% of the responses and underscore 
respondents’ emphasis that WMF prioritize Interface issues:
–  Simplify functionality and editing of the site (63 responses, 26%)
–  Improve and update site Design (49 responses, 20%)

•  The high number of responses related to Simplify Editing is particularly interesting 
as “Make Editing Easier” was included in the structured portion of the question.  
Relating these results to the quantitative score may underscore the high 
importance of this priority.



Category Summary:  Global Expansion

•  A total of 117 comments relate to Global Expansion.
•  This Category contains the following Topic Groups:

–  Languages (38%):  Expansion and support of new and existing language projects.

–  Translation (35%): Increased capabilities and tools for translating content into different languages.

–  Global Strategy (27%) :  Activities and prioritization of expanding into new regions of the world.

•  The Global Expansion category was also included in the structured portion of the 
survey question, so should be considered in conjunction with the quantitative results.



Category Summary:  Initiatives
•  A total of 112 comments were included in the Initiatives Category.
•  The largest Topic Group within this Category is the Innovations/New Ideas group 

(39% of responses).  This Group contains responses that are similar because of their 
suggestion for a new program or initiative, rather than a particular functional area.

•  The Current Initiatives Topic Group contains responses related to Mobile (24), 
Chapters (8), Offline Content (8), and Sister Projects (7).
–  Both “Mobile” and “Sister Projects” were topics included in the structured portion of the survey 

question.  Their relatively small number of write-in responses should be considered in conjunction 
with the quantitative results for insight into the relative importance of these topics. 



SUB-CATEGORY ANALYSIS



1. CONTENT
Sub-Category Analysis



Content Sub-Categories
•  Quality (n=127)

–  Improve accuracy, completeness

•  Expert & Academic Partners (n=80)
–  Partner with experts for highest quality 

content

•  Images  (n=71)
–  Legal and Technical issues of 

incorporating Image content

•  Training (n=66)
–  Training, tutorials & guides 

•  Neutrality (n=60)
–  Maintaining a NPOV

•  Free Content Sources (n=50)
–  GLAM and similar programs to gain 

access to free content

•  References (n=28)
–  Access to referential material to support 

quality of content
•  Convergence (n=17)

–  Unify the different sites for a common 
global experience



Topic Groups: !
Quality of Content (25.5%)
•   Quality (n=46)

–  (pl) “Supporting programs to improve the quality 
of articles.”

•  Vandalism (n=21)
–  (en) “Defending contents against vandalism.”

•  Accuracy (n=20)
–  (zh) “To enhance Wikipedia, the accuracy of.”

•  Completeness (n=19)
–  (en) “Making Wikipedia broader and deeper.”

•  Reliability (n=10)
–  (es) “Reliability of Articles.” 

•  Relevance & Notability (n=8)
–  (de) “Elimination of relevance criteria in 

Wikipedia has room for everything ”

•   Technical (n=3)
–  (fr) “Technical articles in two levels: extension 

and detailed”



Topic Groups: !
Expert & Academic Partners (16%)

•   Experts (n=41)
–  (en) “Encourage more qualified topic "experts" 

to participate - academics and other credible, 
knowledgeable people find dealing in Wikipedia 
frustrating and dominated by advocacy/special 
interest oriented individuals ”

•  Partners (n=22)
–  (es) “Create alliances with other organizations 

working for free knowledge (eg advocacy 
movement of seeds)”

•  University & Academic  (n=17)
–  (fr) “Partnering more closely with universities.”



Topic Groups: !
Image Content (14.2%)

•   Images in Content (n=28)
–  (en) “Many articles lack images that are available 

elsewhere on the internet. This is just silly. The 
Foundation should try to find a solution, e.g. 
lobby that Wikipedia be exempted from 
copyright law. ”

•  Rights to Images (n=22)
–  (commons) “Incentive the creation and delivery 

of multimedia content through free permits, in 
addition, to encourage the preservation of 
contents that are in the public domain and to 
facilitate access to this content ”

•  Loading Images (n=11)
–  (ar) “Improve and facilitate procedures and 

download images .”

•  Features for Images (n=10)
–  (commons) “Make it easier to allow photos ”



Topic Groups: !
Training (13.2%)

•  Training(n=30)
–  (en) “Developing editor trainings (classes, 

workshops, etc.) for various skill levels. ”

•  Tutorials (n=16)
–  (ru) “Make a tutorial on editing and writing 

articles.”
•  Guides (n=9)

–  (fr) “simplify the presentation of the writing 
guide.”

•  Help (n=7)
–  (en) “Improve instruction/help files for editors.  I 

have no idea what most of them are saying 
because terms are not defined.”

•  Hook (n=2)
–  (it) “PUT A VIDEO THAT SAY "EDIT AN ARTICLE 

IS VERY EASY, LOOK”.” 

•  Qualification (n=2)
–  (en) “Having editors pass a basic test to help 

educate them on content issues and how to 
make Wikipedia tables, before making major 
edits. ”



Topic Groups: !
Neutrality (12%)

•   Neutrality (n=52)
–  (en) “Watch for neutrality on Wikipedia. In small 

Wikipedias, publishers are grouped by ideology 
(liberal vs. conservative) and managers often are 
not able to mediate between users who have 
much "power". I think the foundation should 
ensure neutrality and avoid some publishers 
suffer harassment by others who do not share 
their ideas.”

•  Non-Profit (n=8)
–  (de) “Cleanup and prevention of PR advertising 

(product placement) in WP.”



Topic Groups: !
Free Content Sources (10%)
•   Free Content (n=20)

–  (en) “integration with other free knowledge 
platforms (e.g. scholarpedia), offer more 
tools to harvest the data within the projects 
in an open data perspective”

•  Reference Sources (n=18)
–  (en) “expanding access to resources such as 

JSTOR for editors who meet certain criteria; 
creating environment in which article quality 
is the top priority.”

•  GLAM (n=12)
–  (uk) “Engaging massively in the public 

domain content from museums, libraries, etc 
(i.e. GLAM-initiative).”



Topic Groups: !
References (5.6%)

•   References (n=19)
–  (en) “THE BIGGEST PRIORITY should be 

improving article quality...Improving citation 
verification and doing more to make sure 
references are stable rather than having a forest 
of broken links.”

•  Citations (n=9)
–  (en) “better criteria for citing sources.  more 

expansion on recognizing valid sources  and 
better, automated tools/ personal review  for 
efficacy of sources.”



Topic Groups: !
Convergence (3.4%)

•  	  Convergence (n=17)
–  (fr) “better integration of sister projects into one 

experience.”
–  (en) “The emphasis shall be given on bringing 

format uniformity and homogeneity to all the 
Wikimedia projects, respectively, especially the 
Wikipedia. Editing, revision and conformity along 
with authenticity mechanism needs to have 
more stringent grip over the articles. The help 
for the editors, currently too muddy and 
cumbersome shall be made helpful and simple.”



2. COMMUNITY
Sub-Category Analysis
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Community Sub-Categories

•  Governance (n=129)
–  “Manage the Admins”

•  Friendliness (n=107)
–  Interpersonal dynamics 
–  and behavior among editors

•  Recruit & Retain (n=61)
–  Recruit & retain editors

•  Reward & Recognition (n=49)
–  Compensation for editing

•  Policy & Rules (n=44)
–  Simplify the Rules!

•  Social Interactions (n=34)
–  Increase discussion among editors



Topic Groups: !
Governance (31%)

•  Admins (n=68)
–  (en) “Curb Misuse of powers by Admins 

and cabals ”

•  Arbitration (n=29)
–  (de) “Develop ways to resolve conflicts 

among authors”

•  Banning (n=15)
–  (en) “Ban and punish trolls and vandals 

swiftly and harshly.”

•  Anonymous Users (n=17)
–  (it) “Check the contributors by compulsory 

registration” 



Topic Groups:!
Friendliness (25%)

•  Editor Environment (n=69)
–  (en) “The atmosphere in the community has 

become very toxic and it's time Foundation 
to step in and stop this from continuing and 
making high-calibre editors leave the 
project ”

•  Deletionism (n=30)
–  (en) “Fighting harmful trends like 

deletionism and other forms of elitism in 
editors.”

•  Feedback (n=8)
–  (nl) “better feedback to authors when 

refusing an article or amendment”



Topic Groups:!
Recruit & Retention (14%)

•  Rating Editors (n=17)
–  (fr) “Create a select group of editors-in-chief in 

each country in order to add more items to 
Wikipedia ”

•  Gender and Recruitment (n=14)
–  (en) “If the Foundation is going to "recruit and 

support female editors", they better do the 
same for male editors.  I do not support sex-
based discrimination or affirmative action in any 
form.”

•  Recruit Editors (n=13)
–  (ru) “Attracting even greater number of 

participants to the wiki activities “

•  Diversity in Recruitment (n=6)
–  (en) “Recruiting and supporting other 

minorities”

•  Retention (n=6)
–  (ar) “Maintaining the existing editors creators”
–  Quality of Editors (n=5)
–  (en) “Improving the quality/knowledge of the 

editors”



Topic Groups:!
Reward & Recognition (12%)
•  Payment (n=17)

–  (ru) “I would like to edit the article and paid 
for, At least symbolically”

•  Rewards (n=13)
–  (he) “Reward value and veteran writers”

•  Recognition (n=12)
–  (en) “finding and recognizing of the important 

and valuable contributors “

•  Contests (n=5)
–  (he) “Organization of competitions that will 

help improve the Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia”

•  Authorship (n=2)
–  (ar) “Development box for a statement of the 

actual names of the editors that appears at 
the end of the article the names of the 
editors involved in writing”



Topic Groups:!
Policy & Rules (10%)

•  Simplify the Rules (n=29)
–  (en) “In my opinion it's not the, as they say it, 

hard to edit mode, with the "strange tags". No, 
it's not the problem, I learned them in one day. 
The problem is the really complicated, 
incomprehensible and written in a too official way 
collection of rules of Wikipedia. Each user 
interprets those rules on their own, which 
culminates with edit wars and quitting Wikipedia, 
as I did.”

•  Consistency (n=8)
–  (ru) “Eliminating contradictory rules, dividing them 

into obligatory and recommended…” 

•  Bureaucracy (n=7)
–  (commons) “Reduction of bureaucracy within the 

project”



Topic Groups:!
Social Interactions (8%)
•  Discussion (n=14)

–  (en) “Provide better software for discussions 
(not the current impossible-to-use Talk 
pages).”

•  Events (n=10)
–  (en) “Do more encouraging of local Wikipedia 

meetups”

•  Social Media (n=5)
–  (commons) “More expansion of 

FB,Tweeter,etc”

•  Collaboration (n=3)
–  (fr) “Encourage meetings between 

contributors for teamwork”

•  User Page (n=2)
–  (en) “Remove user pages. They turn WP into 

an exclusive club and discourage new editors 
from joining up.”



3. FOUNDATION ACTIVITIES
Sub-Category Analysis



Foundation Activities Sub-Categories
•  Promotion (n=71)

–  Increase visibility of Wikimedia Projects & 
promote credibility

•  Editor Management (n=62)
–  Engage, support, and communicate with the 

Editor Community
•  Strategy (n=44)

–  Define purpose and key activities of WMF

•  Lobbying (n=39)
–  Lobby around Freedom of Information and 

censorship
•  Legal (n=34)

–  Includes legal activities related to copyright, 
compliance, and legal defense

•  Operating Activities (n=31)
–  Comments regarding program management, 

staffing, and organization structure of WMF

•  Finance (n=30)
–  Issues related to fundraising & advertising

•  Research (n=22)
–  Research suggestions and expectations for 

WMF to support the Community and 
Movement
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Topic Groups: !
Promotion (21.3%)

•  Awareness  (n=49)
–  (en) “Promoting more explicitly the original ideals 

shared by all the WIkimedia projects; (even some 
editors aren't aware of them). That's to say free 
(open) culture, the five pillars, etc. Collaborating 
with like-minded projects (Creative Commons, 
Mozilla, the EFF, the FSF, Xiph.org, etc.) ”

•  Image (n=22)
–  (pt) “Educate people that Wikipedia is a reliable 

source of information.”



Topic Groups: !
Editor Management (18.6%)

•  Communication  (n=38)
–  (en) “The foundation is spectacularly bad at 

communicating with existing editors.”
–  (he) “Explanation of Wikimedia Foundation activity 

among editors.”

•  Support & Encouragement (n=24)
–  (commons) “understanding and supporting the 

editing community.”
–  (up) “The motivation of editors.”



Topic Groups: !
Foundation Strategy (13.2%)

•  Foundation Purpose  (n=38)
–  (en) “The obvious goal of Wikipedia is to build up 

a trusted, massive information database. That 
should be the main focus of the project.”

–  (id) “innovate and develop Wikimedia.”

•  Political Protection (n=6)
–  (en) “I strongly think that the Foundation should 

make sure that Wikipedia is not used as a 
propaganda tool or as a means to make lies 
seem as truths.”



Topic Groups: !
Lobbying (11.7%)

•  Lobbying (n=26)
–  (de) “U.S. and international political lobbying for 

free content and the Appropriate legal 
environment .”

–  (ru) “Legal aid to fight against the prohibition of 
access to Wikipedia in some countries, where it 
is politically-unprofitable.”

•  Censorship (n=13)
–  (it) “should guard against the attempt at 

censorship by governments (eg in Italy).”



•  Copyright  (n=18)
–  (en) “tackling "copyright paranoia" within the 

existing editing community.”

•  Legal (n=9)
–  (no) “Legal protection not only for administrators 

(see above: "education and management of a 
financial reserve for the Property (" Legal 
Defense Fund ") to assist administrators 
financially if they get sued."), But for all users! 
This should probably go without saying, a 
restriction on administrators is absolutely 
inappropriate. ”

•  Licenses (n=4)
–  (ru) “increase in the number of available 

licenses.”

•  Compliance (n=3)
–  (de) “Ensure projects' 18 USC 2257 

compliance.”

Topic Groups: !
Legal Activities (10.2%)



•  Program Management (n=13)
–  (diq) “Building community based solutions.”

•  Staff (n=8)
–  (en) “Maybe this is off-the-wall, but it might help 

increase the visibility of WMF if its employees 
regularly contributed to mainspace articles.  I 
don't think I've ever encountered a WMF 
employee except when giving feedback on 
tools.”

•  Organizational Structure (n=5)
–  (ed) “Technology issues should be handled by 

IT of the organization, not a "Foundation" or 
"Board".  It's too low-level of decision making 
as is the solicitation of females or students 
which is a HR position.  IT & HR report to a 
board, however, for oversight.”

•  Transparency (n=5)
–  (de) “a more transparent operation.”

Topic Groups: !
Operating Activities (9.3%)



Topic Groups: !
Finance (9%)

•  Money (n=25)
–  (en) “Financial stability for the long-run, without 

compromising the mission of the organization. ”
–  (ja) “To organize the funding of donations.”

•  Advertising (n=5)
–  (he) “I think you should introduce advertising to 

the foundation, there's nothing bad with it, there 
will be no more fund raisers, and you'll have more 
profits and money to expend and help improve 
this world. Thanks ”



Topic Groups: !
Research (6.6%)

•  Research (n=22)
–  (fr) “Including academic studies on the quality of 

work of editors and ease to work.”

–  (he) “Promote research on the sociology of 
Wikipedia to make the project grow better.”

–  (en) “Research on Wikipedia itself by the 
Foundation.”



4. TECHNOLOGY
Sub-Category Analysis



Technology Sub-Categories

•  Interface (n=145)
–  Simplify Editing & Update the Design of 

the Interface

•  Development  (n=72)
–  Develop features, tools, and functionality 

to enhance Projects

•  Technology (n=28)
–  Invest in technology (eg. Servers) to 

increase capabilities of the Projects



Topic Groups: !
Interface (59%)

•  Simplify  (n=63)
–  (en) “Making editing easier is the highest priority: 

this includes reworking the system to be more 
efficient, increasing fairness in decisions, 
reducing ambiguity, better design, better coding 
of the system, etc.”

•  Design (n=49)
–  (es) “Provide a more modern design and 

friendly.”
•  New Features (n=33)

–  (ru) “Improve the search service on Wikipedia, 
given the opportunity to search by several 
criteria and ‘Boolean’ search.”



Topic Groups: !
Development (30%)

•  Development  (n=31)
–  (en) “Providing support for existing editors in their 

efforts to provide tools and software.”

•  Vandalism Tools (n=13)
–  (es) “Develop new tools in the fight against 

vandalism and harmful edits (exclusion of 
blocking IPs or other alternatives).”

•  Toolserver (n=9)
–  (ru) “Support toolserver.”

•  Mediawiki (n=8)
–  (de) “The wiki software MediaWiki, which is based 

on the projects should be more developed based 
on feedback from the community and to their 
needs. Example: A better technical support 
categories.”

•  Security (n=6)
–  (fr) “server security”

•  Wikidata (n=5)
–  (commons) “Wikidata expansion, semantic wiki“



Topic Groups: !
Technology (11%)

•  Technology  (n=28)
–  (de) “server Management”
–  (en) “Improving Wikipedia's technical 

capabilities; server capacity, speed, and uptime 
(e.g.)”



5. GLOBAL EXPANSION
Sub-Category Analysis



Global Expansion Sub-Categories!
(and Topic Groups)

•  Language (n=44)
–  (pl) “The most important in my opinion is 

to support the site in a language other 
than English.”

–  (es) “WMF Improving communication in 
languages other than English.”

•  Translation  (n=41)
–  (he) “Adding a translation engine.”
–  (ru) “synchronization of articles in different 

languages.”

•  Global Strategy (n=31)
–  (fr) expand access to the computer 

system in the world (in order, among other 
things, to give free access to communities 
such as Wikimedia).”

–  (zh) “Strengthening the Foundation links 
with non-English-language projects.”



6. INITIATIVES – CURRENT & 
NEW 

Sub-Category Analysis



New Initiative Sub-Categories

•  New Initiatives (n=65)
–  Collection of responses centered around 

suggestions and ideas for new WMF 
activities.

•  Current Programs (n=47)
–  Responses focused on existing WMF 

programs, including Mobile, Chapters, 
Sister Projects, and Offline content.



Topic Groups: !
New (58%)

•  Ideas - Suggestions  (n=44)
–  (en) “Making efforts on preserving local 

knowledge, myths, stories and histories of 
communities having traditions of oral 
communication only or  linguistically endangered 
communities.”

–  (es) “Yes, create a YouTube channel (for example) 
where they explain to others how our universe 
(for example) in which publishers wishing to 
contribute making educational material for the 
channel.”

•  Children’s Wikipedia (n=21)
–  (fr) “To develop Wikipedia-like content for 

children : http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/
Wikikids”



Topic Groups: !
New (42%)

•  Mobile (n=24)
–  (ru) “Development of editing capabilities on 

mobile devices.”

•  Chapters (n=8)
–  (it) “delegated to local chapters when possible.”

•  Offline Content (n=8)
–  (en) “More focus and improvement on Offline Wiki 

Databases and the reading/usage thereof!”

•  Sister Projects (n=7)
–  (pt) “projects such as Wikitionary, Wikiquote 

among others should be better publicized mainly 
and also expanded, with designs that are 
somewhat neglected.”


